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FlexFrame -  Storage Components and Skins

If you have a problem, question, or request, call
your local dealer, or Steelcase Line 1 at
888.STEELCASE (888.783.3522)
for immediate action by people who want to help you.
(Outside the U.S.A., Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico, 
and the U.S. Virgin Islands, call: 1.616.247.2500)
Or visit our website: www.steelcase.com
© 2004 Steelcase Inc. 
Grand Rapids, MI 49501 
U.S.A.  
Printed in U.S.A.
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IMPORTANT:  Reading this section before installing 
the various components on the following pages will 
give you an overview of the versatility of FlexFrame.  
It will also provide you with valuable tips and 
information to assist in the installation process. 

Black Strip 
is in slot.

3

Before installing any component on the Workwall,
ensure that all sections are leveled and perfectly 
aligned with each other. Refer to the following pages 
to install the bin, shelf, or drawer end panels at the 
same height on each side of each inner vertical, 
and the inside of each outer vertical.  Use a 6 foot 
level to determine if all brackets are in alignment, 
or place a string from one end to the other.  Ensure 
that the string is level and that all brackets touch 
the string.

To level Side Blades that are not in alignment:

1.  Loosen shoulder bolts, top and bottom.

2.  Loosen (2) set screws top and bottom of vertical.

3.  Slide the black threaded strip in the vertical 
channel of extrusion up or down until bracket is 
level with others.

4.  Tighten shoulder bolts (1/4 turn past finger tight)
and all set screws.

2

1

Inner Verticals

Outer Verticals

Side Blades

NOTE: Install the Side Blades
starting with those nearest to
the floor, then work your way up.
After all Side Blades are in place
and are in alignment, install the 
storage components starting 
with the top one, working your
way down.
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To install a BIN

1.  Determine location of bin, then install
a shoulder bolt into each side of vertical.

2.  a) Slide keyhole slot at top of Side Blade 
onto bolt and push back b) so that it is seated.

3.  Lift front of end panel so that you can align
bottom hole in end panel with hole in threaded 
strip.  Insert shoulder bolt.

4.  Repeat process to install other Side Blade.
NOTE: Refer to leveling information on page 3
to ensure that Side Blades are in alignment.

5.  Tighten shoulder bolts with an allen wrench.

6.  Remember to install other Side Blades 
if any, working your way to top of frame.

 Shoulder Bolt
Tighten ¼ turn 
past finger tight.

2a
2b

3
5

1

6
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NOTE: If Skins are a part of your installation,
the Skin Attachment Brackets will need to be
installed to the back of the shelves before 
proceeding.  Refer to page 15.

  7.  Install Top Shelf (with door).  Routes in
side surfaces will slide onto blades on side 
panels.  Slide back until flush to front surface. 

  8.  To secure Top Shelf, pull door out to full 
extension to access screw locations.

  9.  Use an allen wrench to line up holes in
Top with holes in side panel blades.

 10.  Use an allen wrench to install (6) screws.
TIP: If needed, tightening screws can help 
to level shelves with the side panels.

11.  Repeat procedure to install Bottom Shelf.

#10 flat head cap screw
(6) screws per shelf

10

7

11

If you have an LED Light, the light cord
is taped tight to shelf to aid in installation.
If cord comes loose, be sure that it is
not pinched between shelf and blade.
NOTE: LED Lights go under a 
bottom shelf only on a Bin.

Fit the Blade
on side panel
into the Route
in shelf.
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To install a DRAWER

1.  Determine location of drawer, then install
a shoulder bolt into each side of vertical.

2.  a) Slide keyhole slot at top of Side Blade 
onto bolt and push back b) so that it is seated.

3.  Lift front of Side Blade so that you can align
bottom hole in end panel with hole in threaded 
strip.  Insert shoulder bolt.

4. Repeat process to install other Side Blade.
NOTE: Refer to leveling information on page 3
to ensure that Side Blades are in alignment.

5.  Tighten shoulder bolts with an allen wrench.

6.  Remember to install other Side Blades if any,
working your way to top of frame.

5

6

1
 Shoulder Bolt
Tighten ¼ turn 
past finger tight.

2a
2b

3



Fit the Blade
on side panel
into the Route
in shelf.
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 7.  Install Top Shelf .  Routes in side surfaces 
will slide onto blades on side panels.  
Slide back until all the way - drawer shelves
are set back from the front of the blades to 
allow for the headset.  Holes for set screws 
go on the bottom of the shelf. 

 8.  Use an allen wrench to line up holes in
Top with holes in side panel blades.

 9.  Use an allen wrench to install (4) screws.
TIP: if needed, tightening screws can help 
to level shelves with the side panels.

10.  Repeat procedure to install Bottom Shelf.
Holes for set screws go on the bottom 
of the shelf. 

#10 flat head cap screw
(4) screws per shelf
Be careful when driving screws into
melemine shelves to not chip the material.

7

9

BOTTOM VIEW

TIP: Drawer top and bottom
shelves have square edges.
All other components have
rounded front edges.

If you have an LED Light, the light cord
is taped tight to shelf to aid in installation.
If cord comes loose, be sure that it is
not pinched between shelf and blade.
NOTE: LED Lights go under a 
bottom shelf only on a Drawer.
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11.  Install drawer into cabinet. 
         a) Push drawer rails back into cabinet.
         b) Pull bearing cages into forward position.
         c) Engage drawer members into slides and 
         push drawer all the way back into cabinet.

12.  Check to see if drawer operates smoothly.

11a

11b

TIP: If drawer front is not completely centered 
in opening it can be adjusted.  Loosen (6) screws
in the back of drawer front, position front for a better
fit, then retighten screws.

#8 Screws with Washers
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6

5

To install DOUBLE SHELVES

1.  Determine location of shelves, then align
top hole in Side Blade with hole in the vertical.

2.  Install a shoulder bolt through the top hole of
blade and into threaded strip in vertical, making sure 
that shoulder of bolt is through hole on shelf side.

3.  Align bottom hole in blade with hole in threaded
strip. Insert shoulder bolt.

4.  Repeat process to install other Side Blade.
NOTE: Refer to leveling information on page 3
to ensure that Side Blades are in alignment.

5.  Tighten shoulder bolts and screws with an 
allen wrench.

6.  Remember to install other Side Blades 
if any, working your way to top of frame.

2

Arrows on side blades
always point UP in the
installed condition.

3

4

 Shoulder Bolt
Tighten ¼ turn 
past finger tight.



Fit the Blade
on side panel
into the Route
in shelf.

If you have an LED Light, the light cord
is taped tight to shelf to aid in installation.
If cord comes loose, be sure that it is
not pinched between shelf and blade.
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NOTE: If Skins are a part of your installation,
the Skin Attachment Brackets will need to be
installed to the back of the shelves before 
proceeding.  Refer to page 15.

 7.  Install Top Shelf.  Routes in side surfaces 
will slide onto blades on side  panels.  Slide 
back until flush to front surface. 
Holes for set screws go on the bottom 
of the shelf. 

 8.  Use an allen wrench to line up holes in
Top with holes in side panel blades.

 9.  Use an allen wrench to install (4) screws.
TIP: if needed, tightening screws can help 
to level shelves with the side panels.

10.  Repeat procedure to install Bottom Shelf.
Holes for set screws go on the 
bottom of the shelf. 

#10 flat head cap screw
(4) screws per shelf
Be careful when driving 
screws into melemine 
shelves to not chip the 
material.

7

9

BOTTOM VIEW
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6

To install LOWER SINGLE SHELVES

1.  Determine location of shelf, then align
top hole in Side Blade with hole in the vertical.

2.  a) If a Skin will be used:
Install a shoulder bolt through the top hole of
blade and into threaded strip in vertical, making sure 
that shoulder of bolt is through hole on shelf side.
      b) If no Skin is used:
Insert a spacer into side that contacts vertical,
then install screw through top hole in blade, 
spacer, and into threaded strip.
NOTE: There are two different colors of screws
in the hardware package: stainless and black.  
Use the stainless to go with Platinum and White, 
black goes with Midnight Metallic and Black.  

3.  Align bottom hole in blade with hole in threaded
strip. Insert shoulder bolt.

4.  Repeat process to install other Side Blade.
NOTE: Refer to leveling information on page 3
to ensure that Side Blades are in alignment.

5.  Tighten shoulder bolts and screws with an 
allen wrench.

6.  Remember to install other Side Blades 
if any, working your way to top of frame.

.250-20x.500 button head 
Cap Screw (use a 5/32”
Allen Wrench)

Spacer

2a

Arrows on side blades
always point UP in the
installed condition.

2b If no Skin will be used 

4

35

If a Skin is used 

Upper Hole

 Shoulder Bolt
Tighten ¼ turn 
past finger tight.



Fit the Blade
on side panel
into the Route
in shelf.
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 7.  Install lower shelf.  Routes in side surfaces 
will slide onto blades on side  panels.  Slide 
back until flush to front surface.
Holes for set screws go on the bottom 
of the shelf.  

 8.  Use an allen wrench to line up holes in
Top with holes in side panel blades.

 9.  Use an allen wrench to install (4) screws.
TIP: if needed, tightening screws can help 
to level shelves with the side panels.

#10 flat head cap screw
(4) screws per shelf
Be careful when driving 
screws into melemine 
shelves to not chip the 
material.

9

BOTTOM VIEW

7

If you have an LED Light, the light cord
is taped tight to shelf to aid in installation.
If cord comes loose, be sure that it is
not pinched between shelf and blade.
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6

To install UPPER SINGLE SHELVES

1.  Determine location of shelf, then align
top hole in Side Blade with hole in the vertical.

2.  Install a shoulder bolt through the top hole of
blade and into threaded strip in vertical, making sure 
that shoulder of bolt is through hole on shelf side.

3.  a) If a Skin will be used:  Align bottom hole in 
blade with hole in threaded strip. Insert shoulder bolt.
      b) If no Skin is used:
Insert a spacer into side that contacts vertical,
then install screw through bottom hole in blade, 
spacer, and into threaded strip.
NOTE: There are two different colors of screws
in the hardware package: stainless and black.  
Use the Stainless to go with Platinum and White, 
black goes with Midnight Metallic and Black.

4.  Repeat process to install other Side Blade.
NOTE: Refer to leveling information on page 3
to ensure that Side Blades are in alignment.

5.  Tighten shoulder bolts and screws with an 
allen wrench.

6.  Remember to install other Side Blades 
if any, working your way to top of frame.

Spacer

Arrow on side blades
always point UP in the
installed condition.

3b If no Skin will be used 

4

2

5

Shoulder Bolt

3a If a Skin is used 

Lower Hole

.250-20x.500 button head 
Cap Screw (use a 5/32”
Allen Wrench)

 Shoulder Bolt
Tighten ¼ turn 
past finger tight.



Fit the Blade
on side panel
into the Route
in shelf.

REAR VIEW

7
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 7.  Install upper shelf.  Routes in side surfaces 
will slide onto blades on side  panels.  Slide 
back until flush to front surface.
Holes for set screws go on the bottom 
of the shelf.  

 8.  Use an allen wrench to line up holes in
Top with holes in side panel blades.

 9.  Use an allen wrench to install (4) screws.
TIP: if needed, tightening screws can help 
to level shelves with the side panels.

#10 flat head cap screw
(4) screws per shelf
Be careful when driving 
screws into melemine 
shelves to not chip the 
material.

9

BOTTOM VIEW

If you have an LED Light, the light cord
is taped tight to shelf to aid in installation.
If cord comes loose, be sure that it is
not pinched between shelf and blade.
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SKINS used with Double Shelves or Bins

1.  Install (2) Skin Attachment Brackets 
onto the rear top surface of the bottom shelf, 
extending up.  
Holes for set screws go on the bottom 
of the shelf. 

2.  Install (2) Skin Attachment Brackets 
onto the rear bottom surface of the top shelf, 
extending down.  
Holes for set screws go on the bottom 
of the shelf. 

3.  Install the assembly onto the workwall.
Refer to page 4 for a Bin, or to page 9 
for Double Shelves. 

4.  Install Skin onto Skin Attachment Brackets
by firmly pressing at each corner to engage
spring clips. 

SIDE VIEW

1

2Skin Attachment Bracket
Locate with pilot holes on
rear surface of shelves.

REAR VIEW

On Top Shelf,
Posts point 
DOWN.

On Bottom Shelf,
Posts point 
UP.

3

Spring clips on the 
rear of Skin will snap
onto the posts of
Skin Attachment 
Brackets. 

Skin

4
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SKINS used with Lower or Upper
Single Shelves (Lower shown here) 

1.  Install (2) Inner Mounting Brackets onto
shoulder bolt heads on the side blades.
a) Raise bracket at angle so that top slot
fits over top shoulder bolt.
b) Swing bottom of bracket down so that
lower slot fits over bottom shoulder bolt.
c) Drop bracket down so that is is 
securely seated.    

2.  Skins may be installed before or after
the shelves are installed. 
Refer to page 11 for Lower Shelf or 
page 13 for Upper Shelf. 

3.  Install Skin onto Skin Mounting Brackets
by firmly pressing at each corner to engage 
spring clips. 

 

2

Spring clips on 
the rear of Skin 
will snap onto the 
Inner Mounting 
Brackets. 

Skin

3

1a

INNER MOUNTING 
BRACKET

1b 1c

INNER MOUNTING BRACKETS
attach to Side Blades. 
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SKINS used with no Shelf or Bin
1.  Determine the lowest exposed hole in 
the threaded strip, then install shoulder bolt
(both sides).  

2.  Refer to the chart to locate top bolt
(both sides).  33” and 49” skins require
(4) shoulder bolts per side.

3.  Install (2) Outer Mounting Brackets onto
shoulder bolt heads.  33” and 49” skins 
use (2) mounting brackets per side.
 a) Raise bracket at angle so that top slot
fits over top shoulder bolt.
b) Swing bottom of bracket down so that
lower slot fits over bottom shoulder bolt.
c) Drop bracket down so that is is 
securely seated.

4.  Install Skin onto Skin Mounting Brackets
by firmly pressing each corner to engage
spring clips.    
 

Spring clips on 
the rear of Skin 
will snap onto the 
Inner Mounting 
Brackets. 

Skin

4

OUTER MOUNTING 
BRACKET

1
Shoulder Bolt 
in lowest 
exposed hole.
Tighten ¼ turn 
past finger tight.

3a 3b 3c

OUTER MOUNTING BRACKETS
 attach to Workwall Vertical 

DIM. A

SKIN HEIGHT   DIM A     DIM B
  8”
16-1/2”
33”
49”

  NA
  NA
 1-1/4”
17-3/4”

  7”
15-1/4”
15-1/4”
15-1/4”

DIM. A

DIM. B
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TOP CAP on all Skins except TV and Worksurface Attachment

A painted metal top cap may be used 
to fill the space between the wall and 
the skin when the top of the skin is 
exposed.  Install the top cap onto the 
top skin before snapping it on the wall.

1.  Align holes in the top cap with pilot 
holes in the back of skin.  Use #8-18 x 3/8” 
tapping screws for all fabric and glass
skins.   Use 6.3mm x 7.5 mm for wood
and melamine skins.

2.  Attach with the screws provided.

3.  Install assembly onto the workwall. 

 
There will be approximately
3” between Top Cap and 
Top Horizontal

1

PILOT HOLES 
in rear of SKIN

SIDE VIEW

2
HOLES in  
TOP CAP

TOP CAP on TV and Worksurface Attachment

1.  Align holes in the top cap with pilot 
holes in the back of skin.  Use #8-18 x 3/8” 
tapping screws for all fabric skins.   
Use 6.3mm x 7.5 mm for wood
and melamine skins.

2.  Drive screws in so top cap is not loose, but
can still be slid off.

3.  Slide top cap off.

4.  Mount TV skin (refer to page 19).

5.  Slide top cap back into position.

 

3

5

2
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TV Attachment SKINS

1.  Determine location and height of skin 
on workwall.

2.  Install (2) shoulder bolts,each side into 
threaded strip in verticals.

3.  Attach Skin onto Workwall.
a) Tip Skin at angle so that top slot
fits over top shoulder bolt.
b) Swing bottom of Skin down so that
lower slot fits over bottom shoulder bolt.
c) Drop bracket down so that is is 
securely seated.    

 Centered Application
(shown in this direction)

Spanning Application

3a 3b 3c

2

3

  31-3/4”
(806 mm)

 Shoulder Bolt
Tighten ¼ turn 
past finger tight.
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4.  Determine location then install 
(2) Z-brackets onto frame in opening 
of skin.

5.  Install monitor bracket.

6.  See installation direction
PDM120THN - Panel Mount Display
that is inside the panel display mount
box. Install display brackets, plastic
spacers (optional), gravity lock
brackets provided in Steelcase
hardware bag and adjust the lateral
movement per the manufacturer's
specifications.

Z-Brackets4

Monitor Bracket
5

TOP VIEW

Z-Brackets

Monitor Bracket

Hat Channel in skin

Showing Z-brackets 
installed behind 
monitor bracket.

TOP VIEW

Z-Brackets

Monitor Bracket

Hat Channel in skin

Showing Z-brackets 
installed behind 
monitor bracket
and shroud.

Shroud

If an optional Shroud is used,
install Monitor Bracket onto it
before installing on frame.

Shroud




